Jane Austen is one of very few writers to have become an icon of a specific time and also one of the most popular writers of all time. The literature of the long 18th century (of which Austen was a part) saw the arrival of the first successful professional woman writers and a massive growth in readership.
sunk from the comforts; and, if she lives to old age, must probably sink more. Her situation should secure your compassion. It was badly done indeed! (Austen, 2000, p. 246)
It is necessary to point out that the diatribe between Emma and Mr Knightley that follows is not inspired by Emma's irreverent approach to far too many people, but his chastisement is unleashed by Emma insulting "one of them", an impoverished lady (as opposed to a common woman). Yet Jeremy Northam's immaculate acting conveys his deepening attachment to Emma and the whole scene may leave a different impression from the one Austen stipulated.
In the 1996 adaptation of Emma the status quo is to go unchallenged as a result of the pairing off of the couples according to their social status. However, every disquieting proof of it is either downplayed or disguised according to a premeditated plan. Class assumptions do exist, yet they need to be evaded at any cost.
Amy Heckerlingʼs Clueless offers many opportunities for satirical treatment of class-based assumptions. Its equivalent of "Emma", the teenage socialite Cher Horowitz, born and raised in Beverly Hills, also attempts to rule her world, that is, her litigator father and the high school she attends. Just like Emma, she plays matchmaker whenever she can, and she also takes under her wing a newcomer called Tai ("Harriet") in a flannel shirt, and initiates her makeover into a well-dressed member of the popular clique of students. Just like Emma, Cherʼs attempts to assert control over others are brutally rebuffed. On the same day that she fails her driving test she realizes that Tai feels confident in winning Josh (the Mr Knightley character, Cherʼs stepbrother) in preference to Cher, "a virgin who canʼt drive". At this point Cher cries "I have made a monster!" and the film makes an admission of class distinction in modern American culture. Dole (1998, p. 73 ) points out that "popular culture treatments of high school social stratification tend to disguise class as clique." During the film, Cher encounters several high school cliques -popular guys and girls (her own base) -wannabes, the BMW Mafia and "Loadies" -boys associated with a penchant for flannel shirts and drugs. Before Tai is remodelled into her popular new identity, she feels drawn to Travis despite Cherʼs warning.
The ending matches Josh appropriately with Cher and Tai with Travis (who has started a 12-step programme and ditched his flannel garb) and the most fundamental determinants of status do not disappear but deepen.
Both films, Emma as well as Clueless, though to differing degrees, shoot numerous holes in the credibility of the American myth of classlessness. Contemporary filmmakers are fully aware of the fact, striving hard to disguise the very existence of class systems by evading, downplaying or ignoring the problem altogether. As Sue Parrill (2002, p. 133) would have it, "American films undermine the notions of class while subscribing to it.ˮ 1 Women joined men in writing literature despite the presence of many obstacles: publishing fiction could threaten a woman's reputation, as well as her social position, since proper women were "modest, retiring, essentially domestic and private. Authorship of any kind entailed publicity, thrusting oneself before the public eye-thus loss of femininity" (Copeland, 1997, p. 13). 2 Mr Austen-Leigh's memoir was published long after the death of Jane and even Cassandra -which meant nobody could object. 3 By nobody more obviously than Marvin Mudrick in his Satire as Defence and Discovery.
